The viewpoint consistency constraint (VCC) provides a powerful way to discover extended feature groups and to test hypotheses in object recognition. Lowe's incremental method fails in complex scenes, and an exhaustive tree search (eg Grimson &Lozano-Perez) is too expensive. We present a state space approach in which transitions are made which monotonically ascend a measure of viewpoint consistency
Introduction
Model based vision usually relies on a hypothesis-test-refine cycle to recover an accurate estimate of an object's pose [1, 2, 3, 10] . An initial pose estimate, typically based on the detection of an object-specific cue feature, allows a search to be made for additional evidence which supports the cue. This in turn provides a better estimate of the pose. based on the extended set of feature correspondences. We call this process 3D grouping using the viewpoint consistency constraint (VCC).
Lowe [10] has reported an incremental approach to the search for extended feature sets, successively aggregating features which meet simple acceptance criteria. We have found that this algorithm frequently fails in images containing clutter.
An alternative approach is to use the initial pose to identify all plausible extended features. and to search among the combinations for sets of mutually consistent features. This problem can be represented as an Interpretation Tree, as used by Grimson & Lozano-Perez. but in matching 3D objects to 2D data the evaluation of a node of the tree requires a (multi-feature) viewpoint inversion. which cannot be effectively pre-complied into (pairwise) look-up tables.
We present a state space representation of the problem and a search algorithm which we call Viewpoint Consistency Ascent (VCA). Each state has a value (defined by a measure of the viewpoint consistency). and transitions take place in a two stage process between states which differs by a single feature match. according to the steepest ascent of the value.
VCC concepts
A set of 2D features, each matched to specific object features of a 3D model. is called a 3D clique. The process of deriving a 3D clique is called 3D grouping and the number of matches in a clique is its cardinality. It is important to note that we use the viewpoint consistency constraint to the full and that a clique is always taken as a whole. We use two measures for vee.
(1) As a graded measure, we define the inconsistency ofa 3D clique as:
ll V matches (i) in the clique}
The terms we' W d and weare weights for the dIfferent discrepancy measures, empirically chosen so that the three terms have roughly equal impact on the graded measure when they are maXImal, gIven the size of the area of interest in the image.
(2) To define a binary acceptance criterion we use a threshold (,), A clique is acceptable if (m ei S; 'e we) and (m dl S; 'dW d) and (m ei S; 'e W d) (Vi).
3D grouping
The starting pomt for 3D grouping is a set of candidate features which are established on the basis of the imnal pose estimate. This Initial pose may have been derived from an initial hypothesis in a SIngle frame [13] , or from extrapolation of the previous frame in a tracking problem [14] . To account for possIble Inaccuracy with the initial pose, we accept all features meeting the acceptance criterion WIth a lax value of ,. 
